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Charlie Morrow (born Charles Morrow, February 9, 1942) is an American sound artist, composer, conceptualist and performer whose work connects leading edge ideas and technologies with archaic and
shamanistic practices. His numerous and diverse creative projects have included chanting and healing
works, museum and gallery installations, large-scale festival events,
Negotiation with the musical past was an element in Morrow’s compositional thinking, along with a
taste for musical pranks. His “Very Slow Gabrieli” (1957) is a dramatically slowed down realization of
Giovanni Gabrieli’s “Sonata Pian’ e Forte” for double brass ensemble. A later collage work, “Book of
Hours of Catherine of Cleves” (1992), shows a mature late twentieth-century imagination engaging in
unexpected ways with late medieval style.
The Little Charlie Festival, a five-day celebration of Morrow’s life and work held in New York City during Fall 2010, gave some indication of the category-defying scope of his creative activity.

		
		
Julian Cowley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Morrow
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SLOW GABRIELI - Sonata Pian e Forte 12 part brass
for double brass ensemble and ghosts
Vocal and Choral versions - singers perform the brass parts
in vocalize, solo or multiple voices on each part.
A slow motion performance of the 1597 Gabrieli composition “Sonata Plan e Forte” Sacrae
Symphoniae #1, stretching it to many more times its normal length.
Performers’ physical gestures are slowed as well. My 1957 composition is the slow
performance, as slow as possible.
This slow performance was later expanded by the addition of a Ghost (pulsed drone)
Ensemble, and by abrupt pauses in the music to allow the Ghost Ensemble to be heard by
the audience and performers in the performance space. The ghosts are a processional brass
ensemble in four voices which slowly processes around the outside of the performance
space in hallways, stairwells and even out of doors.
The doors, and if effective the windows, of the performance space are opened for this
performance and not before so as to preserve the surprise acoustic effect.
The pulsed drone is performed by the processional Ghost brass as long tone envelopes
pulsed by breath accents in a steady beat.
In the vocalize versions, the performers agree on vocables suitable for the acoustics of the
performance space.
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PSYCHIC MUSIC - any source any

1957

The vocal or choral ensemble performs any work of music without making a sound,
miming the performance. They create the music internally—mentally, emotionally—and
psychically project it.
A large conducted ensemble can soundlessly pretend to play musical instruments, or
alternatively, perform without any physical movement at all.
While Psychic Music was devised for concert band, it applies to any performance: vocal,
choral, orchestra, opera, theatrical plays, TV news reporters, etc.

AIR MUSIC - any source any

1957

Through-composed work with colors and rhythms of air blown through whatever musical
instrument including cupped hands is specified. A vocal or choral group of any size is
appropriate.
This can be an improvised or a carefully planned presentation of a composed work.
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THE BIRTH OF THE WARGOD
Western Wind Vocal Ensemble
USA SSACtTB

Charlie Morrow

1972

Poet Jerome Rothenberg translated this epic
poem from the Aztec to English. Morrow set it for
Western Wind Vocal Ensemble - two sopranos, alto,
countertenor, tenor and bass baritone.
Morrow composed Wargod with his voice in his
sound studio. He chanted the text setting, one voice
at a time, into a multitrack sound recorder. He then
transcribed the performance to musical notation. The
vocal settings are filled with mouth music and word
painting. The style is a mix of chanting, hymn making
and rhythms.
This epic song begins with a fanfare-like prologue.
Seven dramatic chapters chronicle the birth of Aztec
war god, Huitzilopotchli. From his mother’s womb, he
heard his four hundred brothers and sisters plotting
to kill their mother. He is born fully clad in armor. He
systematically plies his rage against the four hundred
brothers and sister, as “the marks of what he would
become.”
While this work is written for a vocal ensemble, a
choral version can join the sections that are not solos.
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HYMN TRANSFORMATIONS
1975
O Come Now My Soul (Sacred Harp)
University of Vermont Choir USA
Morrow wrote this method of tailoring hymns and
bugle calls to the calendar date or other numerical
information. This recording is based on a hymn from
the Sacred Harp, traditional American hymn book.
The hymn is sung, then with notes doubled, then
tripled, and so forth.
Sacred Harp hymns are varied through numbered
transformations, adding repetitions, echoes, etc. The
alterations serve as examples of how to transform
traditional music using performing strategies that are
“easy enough to do by ear.”
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CANTICLE FOR BROTHER SUN
Western Wind USA SSACtTB

Charlie Morrow

1976

Poet Jerome Rothenberg translated to English this
famous historic text by St. Francis D’assisi. It is a
series of praises especially for Brother Sun. Morrow
set the translation for the six voices of the Western
Wind. Morrow uses audible systems of numerical
repetitions and echoes to expand each verse. A simple
melody is developed numerically and contrpuntally
through to the end.
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MOVING MY VOWELS VOICE(S)

Charlie Morrow

1990

Systematic shifts in the service of patriotism
Applying transparent rules for substituting vowels for each other, Morrow
produces a series of varia- tions on the U.S. National anthem. First page:
MOVING MY VOWOLS e bocomes o

Tho Star Banglod Bannor
O say can you soo, by tho dawn’s oarly light, what so proudly wo hailod at
tho twilight’s last gloaming.Whoso broad stripos and bright stars, through tho
porilous fight. O’or tho ramparts wo watchod woro so galantly stroaming?
And tho rockot’s rod glaro, tho bombs bursting in air gavo proof through tho
night that our flag was still thoro. O say doos that star banglod bannor yot
wavo, O’or tho land of tho froo and tho homo of tho bravo
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THE BOOK OF HOURS OF CATHERINE OF CLEVES - Camerata Trajectina
Produced by Han Reiziger. VPRO. The Netherlands
The Book of Hours.
A celebration of miniature images
created by the Flemish Master
of Cleves, circa 1540. Following
the natural illuminations sound
design adorns the music, and the
celebration begins and ends with
church bells. Morrow’s music is
late 20th century conceptual spin
on period’s style. Performance
commissioned by Dutch radio,
VPRO and is performed by the
Utrecht early music players
“Camerata Trajectina.” The one
hour event includes carillon bells,
procession into a cathedral and
recession.
In performance, projections of the
pages of the Book of Hours flow
through with full page images and
explorations of visual details.
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ENOUGH IS ENOUGH - recomposition of J S Bach ES IST GENUG

2013

Morrow created this work with digital sound tools. It uses stretched sounds and repetition.
It is intended to be performed live, recreating the mannerisms of the digital work.

FOR THE MAGNA CARTA, LINCOLN UK
Veni Sanctus Spiritus - mensural layers
a tempo 2x, 5x and 10x stretches

2013

We portray in sound the 15th June day 1215, one day after Pentecost, when the barons forced
King John to release some of his royal power. At this time, the English were Catholics. The
transformation of this Gregorian chant in the manner of the Notre Dame masters Leonin and
Perotin has three mensural time-stretches of Veni Sanctus Spiritus layered against the chant. The
spatial implication are best illuminated by spreading the multiple choirs in performance.
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“Charlie Morrow’s works extend well beyond the conventionally defined parameters of a composer or
conductor, as this catalog of Recomposition works dramatically illustrates.”
Charles Bernstein
“He is, from where I see him, both the leading proponent of an active ethnopoetics in avant-garde musical
performance & a master of new technologies as they come into contemporary practice. It’s this dynamic of
old & new, approached from so many different directions, that a gathering like this makes plain.”
Jerome Rothenberg

